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place the root of the eukaryotic
tree within the superior group of
Euglenozoa or between Euglenozoa
and other eukaryotes [9].
Our analyses show that ATOM
represents the missing Tom40 protein
in the mitochondria of T. brucei and of
other trypanosomatids with no clear
link to the bacterial proteins. Given that
all eukaryotes analysed to date contain
a Tom40 homologue, we propose that
all mitochondria of current eukaryotes
descended from an ancestral Tom40containing mitochondrial compartment
(Figure 1).
Supplemental Information
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and can be found with this article online at
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Mitochondria evolved from an
a-proteobacterial endosymbiont
and recent phylogenetic and functionbased research has demonstrated
that the major pieces of the protein
transport machinery were inherited
from the symbiont. This includes
the SAM machinery for assembly of
outer membrane proteins and the TIM
machinery for protein transport across,
and assembly into, the mitochondrial
inner membrane [1–3]. Hidden Markov
model (HMM) analysis, which enables
a broad, all-encompassing approach
for identifying protein homologies,
has been very important in detecting
members of protein families that
are not easily recognized by simple
BLAST-based comparisons [1]; HMM
searches initially failed to find a Tom40
protein in one group of eukaryotes,
the kinetoplastids. These organisms,
which include the experimentallytractable Trypanosoma brucei, have
highly developed mitochondria that
have evolved from the same ancestor
as mitochondria in other eukaryotes.
The initial failure to identify a Tom40
homolog in T. brucei was both
surprising and exciting.
In our paper in Current Biology [4]
we directly assayed for protein
transport function and thereby
discovered the archaic protein
translocase in the outer mitochondrial
membrane (ATOM). In seeking related
protein sequences, using E < 0.005
the PSI-BLAST search identifies only
the kinetoplastid ATOM sequences.
But, at a lower significance, a subclass of Omp85 protein sequences,
referred to as the YtfM/TamA group
(but not Tom40 sequences) are
found and the top-scoring one was
manually added into the first-round
outcome from the PSI-BLAST. Multiple
sequence alignments using the ATOM
from T. brucei and related organisms
suggested, albeit not at statistically
significant levels, an affinity to a
sub‑class of Omp85 proteins referred
to as the YtfM group, and the putative
relationship between trypanosomatid

ATOMs and YtfMs was further
visualized using CLANS [4]. Since
YtfM is found in the a-proteobacteria,
from which mitochondria evolved, one
prospect was that the ATOM evolved
from the YtfM in the endosymbiont’s
outer membrane. A second model for
the evolution of the ATOM allowed
for the possibility of a lateral gene
transfer (LGT) early in the evolution
of mitochondrial protein transport.
We also raised a third model that
holds Tom40 and ATOM evolved from
a common ancestor. These models
proposed in the original paper [4], are
summarized in Figure 1. We remain
open-minded on which model best
explains the evolution of the pathway
for protein translocation across the
outer mitochondrial membrane.
In their correspondence, Zarsky
et al. [5] argue that the ATOM is not
related to YtfM-type Omp85 proteins,
but is exclusively similar to the Tom40
family of proteins and that the ATOM
evolved from a Tom40 progenitor. This
is an attractive idea in the sense that
it would be a unifying theory, with the
implication being that all eukaryotes
simply have a Tom40 translocase in
their outer mitochondrial membrane,
with some more easily recognized
than others. However, two important
observations need also be kept in mind.
Firstly, using HMMs based on the
broad diversity of Tom40 sequences,
ATOM was not initially detected in
T. brucei [6]. This gives a context to
just how divergent the ATOM and
other Tom40 proteins are, given that
this same type of HMM approach has
succeeded in finding highly diverse
Tom40 sequences in Entamoeba [7]
and Giardia [8]. By broadening the
search criteria with a goal to capture
all members of the mitochondrial porin
protein family (i.e. isoforms of Tom40
and VDAC), Flinner et al. [9] recently
showed that T. brucei has two further
prospective mitochondrial porins that
might play a role in ion transport: their
analysis did not detect ATOM.
Secondly, the ATOM protein sequence
has predicted secondary structural
features that seem to be consistent with
a POTRA-type amino-terminal domain
(data not shown) and a predicted
b-barrel domain of comparable size to
other members of the YtfM/TamA-family
of proteins. POTRA domains are not
found in Tom40 (or other mitochondrial
porins), which have instead a simple
amino-terminal helix [10]. With the
size and characteristics of the b-barrel
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common ancestor lacked a bacterial
protein that would be recognizable
as a member of the mitochondrial
porin protein family, but had a protein
translocase that served to import
proteins across the outer mitochondrial
membrane. We propose that this
protein translocase was of bacterial
origin, and had an amino-terminal
domain with features common to
POTRA domains. In the ‘endosymbiont
model’, ATOM evolved from the
bacterial translocase present in the
original endosymbiont. A variation
of this model would allow that the
ancestor of ATOM was derived by
lateral gene transfer from other bacterial
sources (Figure 1, ‘LGT model’). In these
first two models, the ATOM function
is subsequently replaced by Tom40,
which then serves as the common core
in the TOM complex of all eukaryotes
bar the trypanosomes [1]. In the ‘single
lineage model’, Tom40 evolved from
an ancestral ATOM. The Tom40-type
sequence features detected in ATOM by
Zarsky et al. [5] would be fully explained
by this evolutionary path.
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Figure 1. The three models for the evolution
of ATOM and Tom40 [6], see text for details.
“X” refers to a putative common ancestor to
both Tom40 and ATOM.

domain and the structure of the aminoterminal domain being distinguishing
features of the mitochondrial porins
and the Omp85 family, biophysical
and structural analyses of ATOM
will be important in moving beyond
sequence analysis and to reach a better
understanding of the evolution of Tom40
and ATOM.
It is possible that both Tom40 and
ATOM were derived from a common
ancestor (Figure 1, ‘single lineage
model’). In our paper [4] we proposed
this and two other models, and we
believe that it would be premature
at this stage to reject the other two
possibilities from consideration. Each
model in Figure 1 is built on a common
scenario for the early evolutionary
history of eukaryotes: that the last
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Lawrence’s book
review unfair to
Hoffmann
Alan Ezekowitz1, Jean-Luc Dimarcq2,
Fotis Kafatos3, Elena Levashina4,
Dominique Ferrandon5,
Charles Hetru5, Jean-Luc Imler5,
and Jean Marc Reichhart5
Peter Lawrence [1], in his otherwise
scholarly review of a book by Peter
Pringle “Experiment Eleven”, is
incorrect in asserting that Jules
Hoffmann took unfair credit for
discoveries made in his laboratory,
like exemplars described in the book.
As close witnesses to events we
know that Hoffmann assembled and
animated a group of researchers from
various scientific backgrounds to
decipher the mechanisms of innate
immunity in insects, and has been
impeccable in his assignment of
credit and support for his
co-workers both while they served
in his laboratory and in their future
independent careers.
All signatories are either longstanding collaborators or co-workers of
Professor Jules Hoffmann.
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